High frequency stimulation of the internal Globus Pallidus (GPi) simultaneously improves parkinsonian symptoms and reduces the firing frequency of GPi neurons in the MPTP-treated monkey.
The firing pattern of the neurons of the internal Globus Pallidus (GPi) is greatly disturbed in Parkinson's disease. Surgical lesion or high frequency stimulation (HFS) of the GPi reduces parkinsonian rigidity and akinesia. We evaluated in this study the effects of HFS of the GPi on the firing pattern of its neurons. Extracellular recordings were carried out under three types of experimental conditions in rhesus monkeys, normal state, after MPTP treatment and during HFS of the GPi. After intracarotidian MPTP injection, the firing rate of GPi cells increased significantly. During HFS, MPTP-induced parkinsonian motor symptoms clearly improved correlatively with a significant decrease in the firing rate of GPi cells in the stimulated area. HFS restored a firing frequency similar to that in normal animals and, unexpectedly, did not completely block neuronal activity.